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BMWGROUP

The Timing Chain system on the N47 engine is positioned at 
the rear and away from regular service reach. According to 
engineers, it is part of the engine that does not need to be 
serviced because it is believed to last the vehicle’s lifetime. 
However, this is not the case. The Timing Chain is prone to 
rattle between 40k and 70k miles; an indication that it could 
snap at any moment.  When the Timing Chain does snap, 
it can cause catastrophic engine failure. The Pistons 
immediately lose timing and hit the Valves, causing them to 
bend and hit the Rocker Arms. All this damage can only be 
corrected with complete replacement of the Timing Chain 
system.

Fits N62 engines.  There are two cylinder heads for this 
engine and there is a chain for each cylinder bank.  The 
camshafts are driven by the crankshaft by what BMW 
call “maintenance free” chains.  Unfortunately this is not 
the case as the chains begin to wear around 80,000 miles 
leading to poor running of the engine which can lead to 
engine failure if the timing chain breaks.  BGA recommend 
changing the chain, guides and tensioner to ensure smooth 
running and prevention of further problems.

Fits the BMW M52 and M54 engines. This kit fits the 
upper part of the timing chain system based around the 
VANOS VVT units. The tensioner is prone to excessive wear 
on the plastic pads (it can look like it has been chewed 
after 60,000 miles) and will require replacement to ensure 
smooth running. 
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The N42, N43, N45 and N46 engines are particularly known for Timing Chain problems.  The original tensioner was too 
short and allowed the chain to become slack which would then rub and clatter against the guides.  This would lead to 
a very noisy engine from cold start, misfiring and incorrect error codes for the camshaft sensors.  BGA’s tensioner has 
been lengthened to allow for less movement with the chain and guides and the chain has been uprated to allow for more 
load to be put on it before it snaps. 

The M47 and M57 engines fitted to the front rather than the 
rear has meant easier access for service reach.  However, 
unless regular oil service intervals are followed the timing 
chain will begin to wear and eventually fail at around 100,000 
miles.  In order to prevent an expensive repair bill changing 
the timing chain kit once any noise is heard coming from the 
chain is highly recommended
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